
1.  LIST WORDS write difficult words and their definitions on the board.  Use an 
online etymology dictionary to help break down the word's 
meaning. http://www.etymonline.com/  

2.  LOOK FOR ANSWERS students look in verses for answers to the teacher's questions 

3.  LOOK FOR AN UNDERLINE look for and underline key words, principles or doctrines 

4.  FIND THE "W" ANSWERS identify phrases that answer Who? What? Where? 

5.  WHO DID WHAT? read and identify what the people did who are listed on the board 

6.  WHO SAID IT? read a passage to find who said the quotes listed on the board 

7.  FIND A MOVIE TITLE students find words that could be a movie title 

8.  PUT EVENTS IN ORDER read the verses and put events listed on the board in order 

9.  FILL IN THE BLANKS look for words that fill in blanks on the board or a crossword puzzle 

10.  COMPLE THE PHRASE students determine the best way to finish incomplete phrases 

11.  CATEGORIZE VERSES determine which verses fit under categories listed on the board 

12.  CHOOSE AN ANSWER guess which answers on the board are correct and then look for the 
correct answer 

13.  REPLACE PRONOUNS WITH 
NOUNS 

choose names that would replace words like “they” and “them” 

14.  MATCH PHRASES TO VERSES match short phrases on the board with verses they read 

15.  CHOOSE TRUE OR FALSE read verses to determine if statements on the board are true or 
false 

16.  SELECT A WORD OR PHRASE select word or phrase on the board that best summarizes the verses 

17.  EXPLAIN THE PICTURE read verses to explain the meaning of diagrams or pictures about 
the scriptures 

18.  WALK ON A MAP walk on an outline taped to the floor of a geographic location or a 
structure in the scriptures 

19.  LOOK AT THE MAP find locations using the maps in the scriptures or online 

20.  MOVIE CRITIC determine if scripture events portrayed in a video or picture are the 
same in the scripture verses 

21.  WHAT'S THE OBJECT? look in the scriptures for the meaning of objects and pictures 

22.  MATCH A VISUAL TO A VERSE match pictures and objects with principles and events in the verses 

23.  DRAW WHAT YOU READ draw a picture of what you read in the scriptures 

24.  WHAT ARE THEY THINKING? create a thought bubble for a person in the scriptures 

25.  WHAT HAPPENED BEFORE? discuss what they think happened before or after the scene in a 
picture about a scripture event 

26.  CHARADES have students act out the scripture 

27.  MAKE THE MOVIE students visualize scripture verses you read to them 

28.  60 SECONDS OF SILENCE give students 60 seconds to think silently about the question 

29.  SUMMARIZE THE VERSE summarize a passage 

30.  THOROUGHLY MODERN rewrite verse in modern vernacular 

31.  AND THUS WE SEE write a moral to a scripture event 

32.  SUBSTITUTE YOUR NAME substitute their name for the names in the verses 

33.  WRITE A HEADLINE create a newspaper headline for the verse or passage 

34.  WRITE A SLOGAN create a two-word slogan for the verse or passage 

35.  SOUNDHOUND select a theme song for a passage or person 


